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Abstract—This paper describes work in progress to initiate the collaborative development of a new software platform for discrete-event simulation studies, the Open Simulation Architecture (OSA). OSA is primarily intended to be a federating platform for the simulation community: it is designed to favour the integration of new or existing contributions at every level of its architecture. The platform core supports discrete-event simulation engine(s) built on top of the ObjectWeb Consortium’s Fractal component model. In OSA, the systems to be simulated are modeled and instrumented using Fractal components. Fractal components offer many advanced and original features, such as multi-programming language support and the ability to share sub-components. In OSA, the event handling is mostly hidden in the controller part of the components, which alleviates noticeably the modeling process, but also ease the replacement of any part of the simulation engine. Apart the simulation engine, OSA aims at integrating useful tools for modeling, developing, experimenting and analysing simulations. For this purpose it relies on the Eclipse development platform and its ability to be extended.

I. INTRODUCTION

For modeling and simulation of discrete event systems, the component approach was introduced in the 70’s, with the DEVS formalism[21]. Indeed, an interesting property of the DEVS approach is that it allows to model complex systems by dividing the initial system, recursively and hierarchically, into smaller sub-systems. Since the DEVS formalism is a powerful way of formally describing complex systems, it has been widely used in discrete-event simulation softwares. However, DEVs do not address all the critical issues raised by component approaches. For example, as noted in preface of [22], the following critical issues for simulation have not received enough attention yet: model credibility (validation, verification, . . . ) and inter-operation (repositories, reuse of components, and resolution matching).

It is worth stressing that considering these major issues to be specific to the simulation domain would be too restrictive, because similar or identical issues are also being addressed in general purpose software[14]. Indeed, the ability of components to ease the process of sharing and reusing code parts is clearly an attractive property for simulation models. However, this is also a common software issue that is addressed by most general purpose component models like CORBA[16], COM[19] and JavaBeans[8].

Consequently, building a new discrete-event simulation software based on a general purpose component architecture could noticeably help in solving the pending critical issues in the simulation domain. However, selecting the most appropriate general purpose component model to build such a new simulation software becomes a new issue. In this paper, we present our ongoing work on such a new simulation software, the Open Simulation Architecture (OSA). OSA relies on one of the latest emerging component models, the ObjectWeb’s Fractal component model[5], [6].

The selection of the Fractal component model is no more than a heuristic answer to the previous selection issue. Indeed, the main design guideline of OSA is to pick as much as possible of the recent advances, emerging technologies, and trends from the general software engineering solutions and to apply them and study their benefits in the discrete-event simulation context. According to this policy, the Fractal model exhibits several appealing innovative features:

• it implements the separation of concerns paradigm[1];
• it allows the sharing of a sub-component between several distinct components (the same instance of a component may be inserted inside several distinct surrounding components);
• it offers multi-programming language support: for example, components written in the Java language may be mixed (or replaced) with components written in the C++ or C languages;
• if offers advanced mechanisms to support dynamic models (creation, destruction, and mutation of components), like factories components, template components, and binding primitives;
• it offers an extensible Architecture Description Language (ADL) based on the XML language.

The component model is a key part of OSA, but it is not enough to build a complete architecture. In addition to the Fractal component model, OSA adopts the following other elements and design principles:

• adopt both the Eclipse environment and Eclipse philosophy[7]: provide an extensible environment open to contributions;
• extend the separation of concern principle to the whole architecture, identifying distinct user activities and strongly enforcing a separation between these activities;
• provide a model packaging and versionning system, and a repository service;
• Support distributed execution and middle-ware inter-connexion (especially HLA[12]).

Before going further in the details of OSA, let us first emphasize that most of the previous elements are not yet implemented or even clearly specified. Indeed, because
OSA is open to contributions, the OSA developments shall not (and will not) be conducted by a unique development team. In order to initiate the collaborative work process, the author’s development team currently focus on a few basic elements, such as a simple simulation engine and tools for components edition and assembly.

In section II we first summarize the key features of the Fractal component model used in the OSA architecture. Then, through a simple modeling case study, section III illustrates how the Fractal model helps to enforce the previous objectives. Eventually, we describe the overall architecture of OSA in section IV and some of its key internals in section V.

II. The Fractal Component Model

From a software engineering point of view, a component is usually defined as “an independent unit of software deployment that satisfies a set of behavior rules and implements standard component interfaces that allow it to be composed with other components.”[2]

Fractal is the ObjectWeb Consortium component reference model[5], [6]. Fractal is neither a software environment nor a runtime executive. It is a specification. In other words, it is a set of rules and features that a component-based software architecture is supposed to follow or implement in order to be compliant with this model. Fractal does not mandate the use of any specific programming language. On the contrary, it allows to combine component implementations possibly based on different programming languages.

The Fractal specification defines several levels and sublevels of compliance. These levels allow an implementation not willing or not able to implement completely the model to state how much of the specification it complies with. At the lowest level, a component architecture claiming to be compliant with level 0.0 is just supposed to implement its components using the object programming paradigm. At the highest level, a component architecture claiming to be compliant with level 3.3 is supposed to fully implement all the features of the specification.

Hereafter, we summarize some of these key features (see [6] for the complete description).

Component external structure. A Fractal component is an object-oriented unit of code that has external interfaces. These interfaces may be of two kinds: either client or server. The former emits service requests, the latter receives service requests. Interfaces are named. Their name must be unique for a given component but names may be reused for naming interfaces in other components. A client interface is intended to be bound to a server interface.

Hierarchical structure. Components may have a hierarchical structure (fig 1). Hierarchical components are made of a controller part (also called membrane) and a content part. The content part is composed of one or more components. Since a membrane and its content recursively form a component it may have external interfaces. It may also have internal interfaces. As external interfaces, internal interfaces may be either of type client, or of type server. Internal interfaces are only available to components of the content part. A component of the inner part may only bind its external interfaces to external interfaces of other inner components or to the inner interface of its surrounding controller. Therefore, the model strictly forbids a component to bind its external interfaces to the ones of components outside its membrane or inside its neighbouring (inner part) components.

![Fig. 1. Example of Fractal hierarchical component.](image)

Interface Introspection. Introspection is the ability for an object to collect useful information about other objects (possibly including itself). In the Fractal model, components have the ability to introspect their interfaces. For example, a component may retrieve its own list of available internal and external interfaces.

Functional and controller interfaces. A functional interface is an interface used to offer or obtain services to or from other components. A controller interface is a server-only interface. It is offered to a component to access non-functional services, such as introspection, (re)configuration, persistence, service policy, life cycle control (ability to start/stop a component), and so on.

Factories and templates. A factory component is a component that has the ability to create other components. Fractal distinguishes two kinds of factories: generic factories, that have the ability to create several kinds of components, and standard component factories, that only have the ability to create one kind of component. Templates components are a special kind of standard factory components that may be recursively composed of factories, and serve as a model to create normal components in a quasi isomorphic manner (isomorphic meaning the created component has the same hierarchical structure as its creator template). Since factories are components and components are created from factories, a special component is required to initiate the recursion. This special component is a generic component factory called “bootstrap”.

Shared components. The Fractal model allows a component to appear in the content of several distinct enclosing components. Such components are called shared components. This property has two noticeable consequences: (i) a component is possibly placed under the control of several surrounding controller components and (ii) a
shared component may directly interact with components located in the inner parts of several distinct components.

III. A simple modeling case study

This case study serves two objectives: (i) provide an example to illustrate the OSA modeling concepts, and (ii) demonstrate the usefulness of shared components.

In section III-A we first give a conceptual model of the system under study. Then, in section III-B, we present and discuss possible component implementations of this model with and without shared components.

A. Conceptual model

Figure 2 gives a conceptual view of our example system using a very simple form of Data Flow Diagram (DFD)[20] in which we just show data flow interactions between system entities.

![Fig. 2. Simple system conceptual model.](image)

The simple system is composed of two identical nodes that communicate with each other using the message passing paradigm. Each node of the system is decomposed in two sub-systems: the application and the transport. The application sub-system, itself, is decomposed in two sub-systems: the source and the sink.

The transport sub-system implements a reliable, ordered, connectionless, datagram routing and delivery service. It supports variable but limited datagram sizes.

The application sub-system contains a source sub-system that produces and sends new packets, and a sink sub-system that consumes and discards the packets received.

The source sub-system simulates file transfers. It repetitively executes the following actions:
1. sleep for a random time
2. pick a random file length \( f_{\text{len}} \)
3. Call \( \left\lfloor \frac{\text{MAX_PKT_SIZE}}{f_{\text{len}}} \right\rfloor \) times the transport’s sending service to send fragments of at most \( \text{MAX_PKT_SIZE} \) bytes (the maximum packet size supported by the transport).

B. Component implementations

In the following, we discuss two particular implementation policies of our system example: a first one that does not use shared components and a second one that does use them.

B.1 Implementation without shared components.

The first implementation that comes to mind without shared components is the one shown on figure 3. This diagram reflects the client/server interactions between components which explains why some arrows have a reversed orientation compared to the ones of the data-flow diagram. For example, in the conceptual model the sink component receives data while in the client/server interaction diagram it initiates the reception service call.

The main quality of this implementation is to be structurally very close to the conceptual model. This good property is achieved by applying a very simple strategy in order to reflect interactions that need to cross sub-systems boundaries: replicate the client and server interfaces of the interacting components on the internal and external sides of any surrounding membrane that need to be crossed.

![Fig. 3. Component implementation without shared component](image)

In this example, the consequence of the “replicate interfaces” strategy is that a node component have to expose an external transport interface. Therefore reusing node components in another system model would require a minimal understanding of this transport interface which contradict the separation of concerns principle: nodes cannot be used as self-contained “black-boxes” that hide their internal implementation details.

Furthermore, it is worth stressing that the simple “replicate-interface” strategy has several other negative effects that contradict the very fundamental philosophy of component-based design. For example, let’s consider the evolve-ability good property of the component approach. The component-based approach is expected to ease the replacement of a component (when new improved versions of the component are released, for instance). For example, let us consider the following possible evolution of the node component: a new sub-component modeling the physical network layer is added as shown in figure 4. Since interactions between transport sub-systems have been replaced by interactions between physical layer components, the component implementation of the new conceptual model implies modifications of all the surrounding components.

B.2 Implementation with shared components.

A possible implementation with a shared component is depicted in figure 5. In this new construct, the transport component is built hierarchically and contains two sub-components: the one named proxy is shared and the other, named local part is not. Indeed, the transport shall not be totally shared because the conceptual model implies a distributed architecture of the transport compo-
nents (one instance in each node component) and this distributed architecture may have a significant impact both on the implementation of the component and on its control. For example, the transport component may consume processing time in behalf of one of its surrounding component (the node component in this example). In this construct, the distributed part of the transport is preserved, by means of the local part sub-component, and this distributed local part may use the shared proxy component in order to interact directly with the other instances without crossing any surrounding membrane.

As a conclusion about shared components, philosophically, one may wonder whether using shared components is wise since it is a way of bypassing and somehow violating the components boundaries. It is worth stressing that in the context of simulation modeling, the isolation property of components may be considered from two point of views, which may be somehow confusing. The first point of view is the software engineering one and the second the simulation one. In [6], the authors claim that “paradoxically shared components are useful to preserve component encapsulation”. This is a software engineering point of view and exactly what we demonstrated with the simple model case study.

Let us now consider the simulation point of view. Supporting the shared component modelling feature is clearly breaking the tree structure of components. As stated in the Fractal specification, the component structure with shared components may be a directed acyclic graph and bindings (interaction paths) may form cycles. Since interactions are eventually translated into events, shared components may imply nasty causal effects, that should be properly handled by the discrete event simulation engine. However, while supporting this feature may add some complexity, especially for the engine, it also opens interesting perspectives, both for the engine implementation and for modelling.

The previous modelling case study gave an example of a modelling pattern in which the use of shared components may prove to be useful. In section V, several places in the simulation engine implementation where the use of shared components may also prove to be useful are discussed. Prior to entering into the details of the simulation engine implementation, an overall description of the OSA architecture is first given in the following section.

IV. THE OSA ARCHITECTURE

Studying a system using discrete-event computer simulations imply several activities[3], [22], [13]. OSA aims at supporting a large number of these activities, which currently include (but are not restricted to) the one depicted on figure 6.

A typical simulation study life-cycle is made of several iterations of the three following steps:
1. the simulation preparation, which involves tasks related to nearly all the functional concerns depicted on figure 6 except the analysis one;
2. the simulation execution (which belongs to the deployment functional concern);
3. the simulation run(s) analysis.

Notice that during the early iterations, while the model of the system is still under development, these three steps exist in a slightly different form: the simulation preparation consists in developing new models and building test scenarios, while the simulation run(s) analysis mainly consists in checking the validity of the models by comparing the effective outputs with the expected ones.

At any iteration of this life-cycle, the OSA architecture aims at providing a strong support for the two first steps, by means of an integrated (graphical) user interface and a simulation engine. Support for the last step, analysis, may be envisaged but is not a high priority because off-the-shelf power-tools already exist for this purpose.
The OSA software architecture follows a N-tier design which may involve the following layers: a front-end user interface layer, a middle-ware executive layer, a simulation engine layer, a data layer for results storage, and a source code management layer for models storage and versionning.

The three first layers are described further in the following sections.

A. Front-end user interface

The OSA architecture must provide tools to assist users in many tasks. Furthermore, the architecture should enforce a strong cooperation of these tools, using an integrated and easily extensible environment. For this purpose, we selected the Eclipse platform[11], [7].

Eclipse already provides a large amount of plugs-in to assist developers in various software development tasks: specification, development in several programming languages, unit testing, debugging, source code management, and so on. Some of these plugs-in are dedicated to the development of new Eclipse plugs-in, which explains the ever growing list of available plugs-in, and consequently its ever growing popularity.

An interesting feature of the Eclipse plugs-in is their ability to be extended. Indeed the Eclipse plug-in API defines extensions points[10]: plugs-in that implement such extension points (this is not mandatory) may be extended in order to build new enriched or specialized versions of the initial plugs-in.

Eclipse plugs-in are mainly used to build new Eclipse perspectives. An Eclipse perspective is dedicated organization of the Eclipse Graphical User Interface (GUI), offering support and specialized tools for a particular task.

Therefore, the development of the OSA user interface mainly consist in providing new Eclipse plugs-in and perspectives to support users in (possibly) all the tasks of the simulation study life-cycle. Within Eclipse, new plugs-in and perspectives may be developed concurrently, which enforces our collaborative development philosophy. Nevertheless, once new plugs-in and perspectives are made available for the community, this is up to each user to decide whether to install them or not.

B. Middle-ware layer

A middle-ware layer may optionally be used to support the execution of the simulations. Indeed, such architectures are often criticized for their potentially poor performance. Since performance is a critical issue for simulation, this architectural choice may be unwise. Therefore, the middle-ware layer is not mandatory in the OSA architecture, thanks to the Fractal component model: the distribution of component executions across a network through a middle-ware is an optional feature of Fractal that may, or may not be activated, without any change in the component functional implementations (the part of components that implements models).

The OSA architecture may support the distribution of the simulation executions across a network in different manners:

- distribution of several simulation-runs, each one executing on a single computer node. In this case, the distribution support required is very limited (a “gang-scheduler” facility);
- distribution of one (or several) simulation runs across the network, simply using the Fractal model ability to distribute transparently the execution of the components, but without any cooperation of the simulation engine. Since the minimal requirement of the simulation engine, whether it executes in parallel or not, is to ensure consistency of event processing between components, this implements de facto a conservative mode of parallel execution[9];
- distribution of one (or several) simulation runs across the network, using the Fractal model ability to distribute the execution of the components, and the cooperation of the simulation engine. Provided the components have the persistency non-functional feature in order to regularly save their global simulation state, this may lead to the optimistic modes of parallel execution[9];
- the last form of distribution, which is somehow complementary of the previous ones, is achieved when the middle-ware is used to bridge together several simulation architectures, using the HLA standard for example[12].

C. Back-end simulation engine

The simulation engine is distributed over all the components that have a surrounding membrane implementing the simulation non-functional services. These services are accessed through a dedicated simulation-controller interface. Component with a simulation-controller interface are called managed components and those without such an interface are called passive components. This interface provides a unified access to a simulation-controller implementation. The simulation-controller implementation is not fixed. It may be totally or partially replaced.

The OSA simulation engine supports the three following semantics of interaction between components:

- synchronous interactions: the service requested by the client is synchronous with the simulation time (no simulation time consumption);
- asynchronous interactions: the client thread is not blocked while the service is being processed, concurrently, by the server. This asynchronous mode of interaction implies the client shall not expect a meaningful return value from its service call;
- blocking interactions: the client thread is blocked until the service is completed (or aborted) by the server. The client may expect a meaningful return value from its service call.

When at least one of the involved peers is a passive component, the only interaction mode available is the synchronous one.

The OSA simulation engine automatically translates asynchronous and blocking interactions into discrete events, provided that both peers are managed components and thus each have a surrounding membrane with a simulation-controller interface.
The technique used to translate service invocations into simulation events was first introduced in [15]. It consists in using an object-oriented construction called a functor. A functor is the transformation of a method invocation into an object. Indeed, when a component issues a (functional) service request, through its client interface, its call is automatically intercepted by the controller part of the source component and reified into an event object.

This event object contains the current time in simulation, the event type, an object encapsulating the method called on the server side and its arguments (functor), and possibly other data that do not need to be further described.

In order to ensure a minimal inter-operability between components, the following rules are imposed:

- The particular event created at the time the service call is issued by the client is initialized with a type value of SOC (Start Of Call) and inserted in the event queue of the server interface;
- In case of a blocking service the particular event created at the time the service is completed by the server is initialized with a type value of EOR (End Of Reply) and inserted in the event queue of the client interface.

V. IMPLEMENTING A SIMULATION ENGINE IN OSA

As already mentioned in previous section, the simulation engine implementation is located (distributed) in the simulation-controller implementations that lay in each managed component. However, because Fractal supports shared components, and controllers may be implemented as Fractal components, the simulation-controller, and thus the whole simulation engine may be shared between all managed components. In this case, the simulation engine becomes fully centralized.

Implementing a new simulation engine for OSA mainly consist in developing new event management policies and replacing the corresponding parts of the simulation-controller implementation. The simulation-controller implementation is build using three types of abstractions, each having their own interface: the event queues, the event schedulers, and the explicit simulation services.

Dynamic structure of models[4] may be implemented using the special factory and template components of the Fractal component model. Mutation of models and multi-models[17] may be implemented by replacing the implementation of the non-functional binding primitives of the components. This replacement is easy because the binding primitives are grouped together in a binding controller that lays in the controller-part of each component.

A. Event queues

An event queue should be associated with each functional interface of a component. But since event queues are components and components may be shared, all the interfaces of a component may share the same event queue. Or some may share a common queue and others may have their own.

B. Scheduling policy

Each managed component of the simulation should be associated with a scheduler. Like queues, schedulers may be shared amongst several components. The scheduler manage the current execution state of the component. A typical scheduler would support the following states:

- INIT: the component is in its initial state and awaiting for its start() service to be called;
- IDLE: the component is sleeping and waiting for an incoming request;
- RUNNING: the component is consuming processing time because it is servicing a request;
- BLOCKED: the component has issued a blocking service call and is waiting for the EOR event (service completion).

A typical blocking interaction between a client and a server component is shown on the temporal diagram of figure 7.

As soon as several schedulers act concurrently, a synchronizing policy has to be implemented in order to enforce simulation time consistency[9].

C. Explicit simulation services

During the simulation, the functional services (the service that implement the conceptual model of the system) may use the following services offered by the non-functional simulation-controller interface of their surrounding component:

- current_time(): returns the current simulated time;
- terminate()/abort(): requests normal/abnormal termination of the simulation execution;
- wait_until(time);
- wait_until(condition);
- wait_until(time,condition): the current component thread requests to stay in RUNNING state until the simulation time reaches time or the condition condition is matched. New incoming service calls may still be accepted by the component if the component has multiprocessing capability and an idle processing thread is available. Otherwise incoming calls may be either queued or refused according to the parameters of the queue of server interface on which the call was received.
- release(condition): resume execution of a component thread waiting for condition condition to be matched. This call is synchronous (non blocking): it
returns true in case a thread is woken up and false otherwise.

- **release(condition, time)**: resume execution of a component thread waiting for condition **condition** to be matched. This call is blocking its caller thread at most until **time** is reached. It returns true in case a thread is woken up and false otherwise (timeout **time** is reached).

- **spin_lock() / spin_unlock()**: primitive intended for components with multi-processing capability to ensure mutual exclusion between processing threads of the component (**spin_lock()** blocks its caller processing thread as long as any other processing thread in the same component is not in the **IDLE** state).

### VI. Conclusion

In this paper we introduced the Open Simulation Architecture and explained how this novel architecture could meet the expectations of a large part of the discrete-event simulation community. Indeed, the OSA architecture aims at (i) providing an open platform that supports simulationists in a wide set of their simulation activities, (ii) allowing the reuse and sharing of system models by means of a flexible component model, (iii) favouring contributions from the simulation community at any level of the architecture.

The critical issue of integrating numerous software contributions into a single open platform is addressed first by relying on a powerful and extensible GUI, Eclipse, whose philosophy is clearly to ease and favour such contributions and secondly by choosing the Fractal component model, which offers many interesting features, such as shared components and the ability to support multi-programming language. Furthermore, the Fractal model adopts the **separation of concerns** paradigm, which ease the process of replacing any part of the architecture, from the model components to the very core parts of the simulation engine. Therefore, OSA may be used both as a testbed to experiment new parallel and distributed simulation engine algorithms or as an integration platform to reuse existing discrete-event simulation models.

It shall be noted that the OSA simulation engine does not enforce the use of any particular discrete-event formalism because the event management is kept hidden in the components non functional part. The resulting model of interactions is a classical (client-server) procedural programming model, which may serve as a basis to support or encapsulate most popular modeling formalisms, such as Petri nets or DEVS.

In order to initiate third party contributions in OSA, a detailed specification of the **simulation-controller** interfaces and a first implementation of the simulation engine, based on the Java language and Aspect Oriented Programming techniques, are planned to be released during the first quarter of 2006. This implementation is based on the AOKell implementation of the Fractal model[18].
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